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Bollywood movies, with over six decades of popular Hindi cinema, it's nearly impossible to choose just 11 of the best Bollywood songs. So instead, we've picked just a taster of the world of Bollywood music, selecting 11 of the most memorable and important songs. With films dating from 1951 to 2014, this list will give you a glimpse into just how much
Bollywood has changed over the last 60 years, while providing you with some absolute bangers you'll want to add to your playlists, too. RECOMMENDED: The 100 best romantic filmsBy entering your email address you agree to our Terms of Use and Privacy Policy and consent to receive emails from Time Out about news, events, offers and partner
promotions. Awesome, you're subscribed!Thanks for subscribing! Look out for your first newsletter in your inbox soon!Film: ‘Ragini MMS 2’ (2014) How exactly has Bollywood change? Well, the track will give you an idea. Controversial Punjabi rapper Yo Yo Honey Singh waxes lyrical about the virtues of drinking four bottles of vodka (the chours goes:
‘I want a hangover tonight’) over this dissonant hip hop club beats, which also features Canadian-Indian porn star Sunny Leone. Sure parents hate him, maily for the slackness of his lyrics and for encourging their sons to dress ‘inapprpriately’, but the kids love him, as proven by this track's millions and millions of views. Film: ‘Dilwalhe Dulhania Le
Jayenge’ (1995) The song from the most romantic film in a generation ‘TDTYJS’ nods to Bollywood’s wholesome days of yore with playback singers Kumar Sanu and Lata Mangeshkar as star-crossed lovers Raj (Shah Rukh Khan) and Simran (Kajol) are reunited in Punjab’s glorious fields. They declare they’ll die in each other’s arms amid costume
changes, location switches (to the Alps), and dream-sequence montages. The combo of glorious melodies, soaring strings and the innocent purity of Lata’s voice has been a Bollywood staple for decades. After all, if it ain’t broke… Film: ‘Awaara’ (1951) Raj Kapoor is the father of cinema in post-colonial India. The actor and director was behind a flurry
of hits in the 1950s and 1960s – including ‘Awaara’ – and key to film becoming central to India’s cultural imagination. The song ‘Awaara Hoon’ sees the actor cheerfully sing about being a drifter, tapping into the Partition of 1947 that saw around 10 million people displaced. His everyman charisma touched a nerve, and versions of this song appeared
in the Soviet Union and China, with Chairman Mao reportedly a big fan of both film and song. By entering your email address you agree to our Terms of Use and Privacy Policy and consent to receive emails from Time Out about news, events, offers and partner promotions. Awesome, you're subscribed!Thanks for subscribing! Look out for your first
newsletter in your inbox soon!More on Time In Sound is one of the many motivators of our day, whether it’s that song that powers you through an extra rep at the gym or that podcast you like to unwind to after a long day at work. As sound has continued to evolve, so have digital file formats. Although it isn’t the only file format, the term MP3 has
become synonymous with digital music in the same way that Google has with a web search — not surprising, given that the file format is now more than 20 years old. In that time, it has been surpassed by other file formats, one of which is MP4. But even though the increase from 3 to 4 in the name suggests that an MP4 is simply the next generation of
MP3, there’s more to it than that. Is an MP4 file better than an MP3? Should you stop using MP3s? And what exactly are the differences anyway? All excellent questions, which we will strive to answer using as little geek-speak as possible. What is an MP3? Before we can tackle the differences between MP3 and MP4, let’s do a quick recap of an MP3
file and its uses. MP3 is a short form for MPEG-1 Audio Layer 3. It was developed to give us a way to store audio information in digital form, but with a smaller file size than the format used by CDs at the time. MP3s do this using a psychological trick — they start by taking an original, uncompressed digital audio file (like a track on a CD), and then
they selectively remove chunks of data in a way that the human ear is unlikely to notice. It’s a process known as “lossy compression.” It’s the same trick used by JPEG files to shrink the size of photos without affecting the key details that make it look as good as the original. The same is true for MP3 files: Though they only take up about a 10th of the
storage size as a CD audio track, most folks find them to be an acceptable listening experience. Are all MP3s the same? Bowers & Wilkins No, and the differences can be noticeable. When creating an MP3 from a source, whether it’s CD or even vinyl, you choose a bitrate and a sample rate — these two values will determine how big your MP3 will be in
terms of file size, but more importantly, how good it will sound when compared to the source you’re using. Most MP3s are created with a 44.1 kHz sample rate — especially when converting from CD because it’s the same sample rate used for creating CD audio. The bitrate, on the other hand, can be set anywhere from 8kbps to 320kbps. The
difference between these two is huge — at 8kbps, your music will sound a little better than an AM radio with poor reception. At 320kbps, most people will find it impossible to tell the difference between an MP3 and a CD. If file size is a big consideration — as it was when the MP3 became popular — you can get away with as low as 128kbps before
sound degradation becomes noticeable. 128kbps was preferred in the early days of the MP3 format because it was compatible with most MP3 playback devices like iPods. Still, today it would be rare to find a digital music player that can’t handle all MP3 bitrates — even VBR (or variable bitrate) MP3s that use different rates during different parts of
the music track as the complexity of the sound increases or decreases. What is an MP4? MP4 is a short form for MPEG-4 Part 14. Unlike the MP3, which is exclusively used for audio, an MP4 is a container file used to store audio, video, or other data like subtitles. This makes it a bit tricky to know exactly what an MP4 is. If you find one called
“Rocky.mp4,” is it the movie Rocky, or is it the movie’s theme song? Or is it something else? To help reduce the confusion, Apple decided to start using the .m4a file extension for MP4 files that only contain audio, while .m4v is sometimes used to indicate that it’s a video. But since these are conventions, not rules, the only real way to know is to try
opening the file using an MP4-compatible media player or examining the file’s contents. But what does this have to do with MP3s, you might be wondering? An MP3 is both a file format and a codec — which means that it can only handle audio using the lossy compression described above. Because MP4 files are containers, you can choose from several
different audio codecs depending on your needs. Typically, people will use the AAC (Advanced Audio Coding) codec. It’s a lossy compression codec like MP3, with the same bitrate options for quality, but it does a better job of preserving details and nuances in music at the same file size as an MP3. However, Apple’s hi-res capable lossless audio codec,
ALAC, is also an option for MP4 files, which preserves all of the detail of a CD, or a vinyl album, while still keeping file sizes smaller than the original — making it a good choice for archiving music. Which one is better? Most experts would argue that an AAC-encoded MP4 audio file sounds better than a similarly sized MP3. That makes sense as AAC is
a newer compression technology. However, it would help if you kept in mind where and how you plan to play your music files. There are still folks out there holding on to some pretty old portable music players that still work just fine — but these may not be compatible with the MP4/AAC format. An MP3 file is virtually guaranteed to work on any
device that plays digital music. It’s also worth noting that at 320kbps, an MP3 will probably sound identical to a 320kbps MP4/AAC. If, as we’ve suggested earlier, you intend to archive your digital or analog music, an MP4 using ALAC is far superior to the MP3. As a lossless format, ALAC not only preserves all of the detail of your source material, it
still lets you create MP3s (or MP4/AACs) anytime you like if you need a smaller, more portable version. The same is not true in reverse: Once an MP3 has been created (and parts of the original audio information discarded in the compression process), you can’t get it back by converting it to MP4/ALAC. Doing so creates a larger file of the same quality
as the MP3. So which one should I use? If you already have a massive collection of MP3 audio files, and they’ve been created at 256kbps or higher, keep ’em. The odds are good that you wouldn’t notice much improvement in sound quality by re-encoding your CDs using an MP4 file unless you’re using some high-end audiophile gear. On the other
hand, if you’re thinking of ripping new CDs from scratch, or converting analog sources to digital, an MP4 — especially one that uses the lossless ALAC codec — is the way to go. You’ll have an essentially perfect digital file, which can then be converted to your choice of lossy formats later — including MP3 if you’re concerned about backward
compatibility with older devices. Lossless MP4 files take up a lot more room, but if you’ve got the available hard drive space, they’re worth it. More resources If this discussion of the differences between MP3 and MP4 files has piqued your curiosity about digital music and its many formats, we’ve got some great resources to dive into: Editors'
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